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ABSTRACT

The project is about how to effectively utilize the internet to create an online book bank to

reduce congestion and inconveniences in the library.

This survey research design was adopted by Kampala International University to modernize

the method of book borrowing and reading.

However, flexible approach has been used altogether, questionnaires, interviews and

observations were the tool for data collection. Data was presented using both qualitative and

quantitive research techniques. Afterwards conclusion was put forward for further researchers

on the topic and for the policy reviewers.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 ntroduction

This chapter contains the background of the study, statement of the problem, main objective,

specific objectives scope of the study, and conceptual model.

Background to the problem

Kampala International University is a private University of higher education located at

Kansanga, 3Km from Kampala city center off Ggaba Road. The University has two branches, the

main branch locate at Kansanga 3Km from Kampala city center off Ggaba Road and the second

branch locate at Western Uganda Bushenyi, and this is for medical studies only.

The mission of KJU is to respond to societal needs by developing and delivering pragmatic

academic programs that are responsive to the market place. The University provides academic

programs to pre service students as well as adult students in the Great Lakes region. The target is

to provide high quality programs through innovation, modem teaching methodologies that are

prudent in imparting skills to the students.

1.1 Statement to a problem

Students, lecturers, and other interested parties face difficulties in getting the appropriate book to

read or borrow in the library; this was due to the number of books available in the library being

smaller than the library users. There was also lack of trust between the student and the library

authorities, and absence of a system to store the records for every student who borrows books

form the store. This hindered to certain degree of academic growth of students, caused by

insufficient knowledge that students would otherwise hence acquire through reading.

Besides these problems also there was only a traditional way to keep the record of each book

taken by a student, considering KITJ as a case study a student needs to have a library card

identity in exchange for the book he/she takes. This method consumes a lot of time because of

the absence of a suitable system for storing the records.
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1.2 Main objective

The main objective of the Report was to build a highly user friendly and interactive website

hosting different types of books online catalog system with a high reliability, responsiveness,

security and quality content.

1.2.1 Specific objectives

The specific objectives were as follows:

> To review literature about online book store catalog system for storing books.

~ To analyze the finding about online book storage.

> To design an online book catalog.

> To implement and test the system.

1.3 Research questions

a) Is it possible to build a user friendly and an interactive book catalog hosted on website

that is reliable has responsiveness and that is secure?

b) Is it possible to develop a suitable database for storing the records of the books and its

details, and storing the names of student accessing the website?

c) Is it possible to build and online book catalog that can inform students, or make students

aware of the availability of new books in the store?

1.4 Conceptual model

The concept of this application was based on kind of an online inventory system hosted in a

website specifically for storing books because it gave the chance for student to browse for the

book they wanted to read online and downloading it there were no need for student to go to

library and get the book.

In order to implement the above mechanism, the following fbnctionality had to be designed and

implemented using Apache web server, PHP and MySQL server:

• A Database of the books present online

• An online catalog of listed books and its details.

• Steps for downloading the required book to read

• An administrative interface for adding, updating, and viewing the books.
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The whole operation followed the client server operation that follows a general web database

structure shown in figure below.

•~fle~

Figure 1: Client Server Architecture model (Welling and Laura; 2003)

1. A user’s web browser issues an HTTP request for a particular web page such as a form.

2. The web server receives the request for this web page, retrieves its file and passes it to

the PHP engine for processing.

3. The PHP engine begins parsing the script. Inside the script is a command to connect to

the database and execute a query. PHP opens a connection to the MySQL server and

sends on the appropriate query.

4. The MySQL server receives the database query and processes it and sends the results

back to the PHP engine.

5. The PHP engine finishes running the script which usually involves formatting the query

results nicely in HTML. It then returns the resulting HTML to the web server.

6. The web server passes the HTML back to the browser, where the user can see the form

requested.

1.5 Scope of the study

The execution of the project was limited to planning, analysis, design and implementation o an

online books catalog system hosted on a website. The system offered students with availability

of books, knowledge, together with the library authorities to keep records of books.

Specific areas of data collection in the research were include

• Library authorities

• Department of computers including the KJU LAN

• Students and other interested parties
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1.6 Significance of the project
The study helped to create an online book store catalog with suitable database interface for

storing books records and its details, the specific place to get the book in the library or online and

student records in readings books.

Also the study helped to raise the academic level of students; it also brought awareness to

students by providing knowledge through the potential use of an online book inventory catalog

The study helped to reduce population of students in the library during exam time by increasing

the availability of getting the books online.

The study helped the researcher to have a practical training in order to integrate the theoretical to

the aspects of the field of information technology. It also opened the room for challenges, critics

and a chance for other researchers to undertake on the topic.

The study was the basis for organization train in the online book inventory catalog particularly

on the best practice principle.

1.7 Conclusion

The whole project was about an online book store catalog that enables individuals and

organizations read books online. This had been explained above in information about

background, scope, objective of project, statement of the problem and research questions,

conceptual model, significance of the project and methodology used. This study has been

achieved through a clear investigation collected around Kampala international.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 Literature review

This chapter provides theoretical and empirical background for the on online inventory book

system. On the other hand it tries to make a logical analysis ofwhat has been said while merging

to what is expected. Much has been said by authors from developed countries. However

regardless of this growing technology in developing countries like Uganda not many publications

have been done. It therefore the main purpose of the researcher to contribute to the knowledge in

this topic.

2.1 theoretical reviews

In past Libraries are used catalogues to their contents. In the past, card catalogues were used.

Details of library books were written in cards, which were then, arranged in alphabetical order by

author! subject etc. today details of library books are into computer, or electronic catalogues,

known as OPACs (online public access catalogues).

The concept of an online book catalog system appears to be a used concept to most of people,

and organizational although the practice has been normally performed, to assess the problems

associated with the use of libraries in an organization environment, where by this catalog will be

hosted in the KIU LAN they all these will be done by the presence of networking

2.2 Definition of terms

2.2.1 Inventory systems

Inventory systems are designed for any business that desires a complete control over stock levels

and an inventory tracking. This software can be used either as a simple inventory control system

or a complete manufacturing solution. Down are some of the inventory systems.

This is complete multi-user inventory control software with a security management. This

software works with MS SQL server and desktop databases. You can use this program for a

warehouse, or for a manufacturer.
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2.2.2 What is a database?

According to KSPS (Kenya school of professional studies)

A database is a collection of persistence data. The purpose of a database is to store information

about certain types of objects tenned as entities or objects. A database represents some of real

world sometime called miniworid or universe of discourse. Changes to a miniworid are reflected

in the database. A database is designed, built and populated with data for specific reasons. It has

an intended group of users and preconceived applications in which these users are interested.

Database management system (DBMS) is a combination of computer hardware and software

designed to collect, organize, store, manipulate, and analyze data.

2.2.3 What is LAN?

According to URL

http://searchsmaiIIbizit.techtar~et.com/sDefinition!O.~sid44ci2U495.OO. htrn~

A local area network (LAN) is a group of computers and associated devices that share a common

communications line or wireless link and typically share the resources of a single processor or

server within a small geographic area (ft example, within an office building). Usually, the server

has applications and data storage that are shared in common by multiple computer users. A local

area network may serve as few as two or three users (for example, in a home network) or as

many thousands of users.

2.2.4 What is internet?

According to URL

httn://searchwehservices.techtar~et.corn!sDeFini[iori!O..sid I 4~ci2 I 2377.OO.html

An intranet is a private network that is contained within an enterprise. It may consist of many

interlinked local area networks and also used leased lines in the wide area network. Typically, an

intranet includes connection through one or more gateway computers to the outside Internet. The

mm purpose of an internet is to share company information and computing resources among

employees. An intranet can also be used to facilitate working in groups and for teleconferences.

An intranet uses TCP/IP, HTTP, and other Internet protocols and in general looks like a private

version of the Internet. With tunneling, companies can send private messages through the public
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network, using the public network with special encryption/decryption and other security

safeguards to connect one p[art of their intranet to other.

Typically, larger enterprises allow users within their intranet to assess the public Internet through

firewall servers that have the ability to screen messages in both directions to customers, partners,

suppliers, or others outside the company, that part becomes part of an extranet

2.3 An empirical literature review

2.3.1 Advantages of an online inventory system

According to URL:

http://www.eastman.com.au/e-cOmmerCe/advafltageS.htflhl

- The system meant to offer students with availability of books, knowledge, together with the

library authorities to keep records of books. An online book catalog system that provides the

students with varieties of books, read, and make order for the book to read online.

-It helped to solve the problems associated with the use of libraries in an organization

environment.

-It provides the suitable database for storing the records of all the books in the store, and the

record of all the students borrowed the books with highly user friendly and interactive website

hosting different types of books online catalog system with a high reliability, responsiveness,

security and quality content.

The system meant to offer online book loaning, reading to all student and other interested parties

also it will enable the storing of books online.

2.3.2 Disadvantages of using an online book catalog.

This comes due to the use of internet to build an online book catalog. Major disadvantage of

internet is privacy. Electronic messages sent over the internet can be easily snooped and tracked,

revealing who is talking to whom and what they are talking about. As people surf the internet,

they are constantly giving information to web sites. People should become aware that the
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collection, selling, or sharing of the information they provide online increases the chances that

their information will fall into the wrong hands.

Consequently, they will become a victim of identity theft one of the worst privacy violations

with potentially devastating financial consequences. When giving personal information on the

internet, people should make sure the Web site is protected with a recognizable security symbol.

On the other hand, this does not mean they are fully protected because anyone may obtain user

information.

Another disadvantage of internet is today not only are human getting viruses, but computers are

also. Computers mainly getting these viruses from the internet; yet viruses may also be

transmitted through floppy disks. However, people should mainly be concerned about receiving

viruses form the net. Some of these dangerous viruses destroy the computer’ s entire hard drive,

meaning that the user can no longer access the computer. Viruses’ protection is highly

recommended.

Spy ware is a technology that aids in gathering information about a person or organization

without their knowledge. On the internet (where it is sometimes called spybot or tracking

software), spy ware is a programming that is put in someone’s computer to secretly gather

information about the user and relay it to advertiser’s or other interested parties. Spy ware can

get in a computer as a software virus or as a result of installing a new program.

2.3.3 Uses of an online book catalog

in general educated masses will be able to access this catalog because they have an idea about

the use of internet. Experience of cruising the internet can often resemble a fraternity party. In

contrast when used selectively, the internet can be an efficient source of timely information, as

well as a vehicle for inexpensive, global communication.
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According to URL:

http://www.eastman.com.au/e-commerce/advantages.html

- The system meant to offer students with availability of books, knowledge, together with the

library authorities to keep records of books. An online book catalog system that provides the

students with varieties of books and be able to read, make order for the book to read online.

-It helps to solve the problems associated with the use of libraries in an organization

environment.

-It provides the suitable database for storing the records of all the books in the store, and the

record of all the students borrowed the books with highly user friendly and interactive website

hosting different types of books online catalog system with a high reliability, responsiveness,

security and quality content.

The system meant to offer online book loaning, reading to all student and other interested parties

also it will enable the storing of books online.

2.4 Conclusion

Finally, the opinion is better for student to know the various sources of getting information about

their studies. You must schedule the time to read those materials on the net. Schedule you

downloads and surf with time. The charges in many countries are big. But the reason is not only

economical.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

System analysis involves analyzing data that has been collected in the case study and analyzing it

with an aim of validating the method of choice for solution development and implementation.

At the end of the System Analysis the system analyst will be able to determine the following:

• What are the inputs in the system? What is the output information? To obtain the

output, what processes are involved?

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current system? What do we need to

overcome the weaknesses

3.1 Research methodology

3.1.0 Target population

The research was conducted at KAMPALA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY where by the

library authorities the students and the department of computer including KIU LAN was

basically the area of interest. Through the department were included of heads of the department

and other staff The response of the respondent was taken as a sample to represent the general

view of the organization.

3.1.1 Sample selection.

The technique used to obtain research sample was systematic sampling on obtaining employee to

be interviewed, where by some questionnaires, oral interview were employed and answered by

respondents from head of departments including computer laboratory which gave the

information about the status of the computers and the condition of computer laboratory, student

were to provide the information about the status of Kampala international library and how do

they support the study ( online book inventory catalog system) the library authority were to

provide the information on the status of the library and their support on developing the online

book catalog.
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3.1.2 Research procedure

The research has been conducted at KAMPALA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSTY, where by

the researcher asked for permission from head of departments, then he/she was given a

permission to conduct the research.

The researcher started with data collection by reading the previous documents of the research, or

review the study of the website of other online book catalogs e.g. Google search engine etc.

Thereafter the researcher collected data from KTU students, heads of department, library

authority, and other interested parties, this has been done by the use of questionnaires and

interview.

Also the researcher observed the interaction between the students and the library authorities, to

confirm on the data he/she collects and documents.

3.1.3 Data collection

In conducting the research document review, interview, questionnaire and observation

techniques have been applied so as to study the whole entire online book store catalog. The type

of data collected here were:

3.1.3.0 Primary data: - these data collected direct from individuals representing the

sample. Questionnaire and interviews has been used to collect this kind of information.

3.1.3.1 Secondary data: - these were obtained from various documents/manuals as well as

through reading library books and articles.

3.1.4 Data collection instruments

The research tools used here were interview and questionnaire which composed of open-ended

question, closed ended questions, multiple choice questions. Open-ended allowed the respondent

to explain their opinions, while closed ended and multiple choices requires the respondent to

give specific responses. The instrument was designed to capture the required information within

a short period of time.
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Observation was also used as data collection instrument, by observing the researcher was able to

confirm on the data he/she collected in questionnaire and interview and documents.

3.1.5 Analysis, design and development of the prototype

Analysis of data comprised the analyzing the interview and questionnaire, document analysis,

procedure analysis, in which the responses of the respondents from interview and questionnaire

was taken as a sample to represent the general view of the organization.

The document analysis was carried out with the aim of discovering the problems with the

existing system, by determining the requirement of the new system, which are functional

requirements and non functional requirements by aiming on producing the conceptual design

database, by identifying the target user of the system, and asses the benefit and cost of the new

system.

Design activities aimed on producing a functional design of the system based on functional

design specification which was the design of the system in respect to how it was going to be

used.

To produce a process model e.g. data flow diagrams, unified modeling language etc. to produce a

logic model, to produce the data model design which is logic and physical design, produce the

system architecture design which is a network model, hardware and software system, and

security design. Finally the user interface design was produced that include screen displays,

forms, reports to be generated etc.

From the design the program prototype of the system was produced by writing program code that

lead to the linkage of the program files. Finally the system was tasted to ensure it produces the

required results.
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3.2 Development methodology and tools

Briefly the researcher followed four fundamental phases of the SDLC namely planning, analysis,

design and implementation.

1. In planning phase the researcher had identified value of the system, conducted feasibility

analysis, and planned the project.

2. In analysis phase had involve the conducting of analysis, by gathering information, and

building a set of analysis models.

3. The design phase had comprised of designing of a physical design, architecture design,

interface design, database and file specifications, and the program design.

4. Finally the implementation phase a prototype of a system constructed and tested to ensure

it performs as designed. An implementation plan will also be made.

The research also uses the modeling tools such as Unified Modeling Language for designing the

online book inventory catalog. This model showed the flow from when a student starts to access

the book up to the closing of the program.

The application was developed using open software standard and tool based on client /server

architecture. It needs a web browser, web server, programming languages, database management

systems, and operating system.

A number of browsers such as internet explorer, mozilla, etc are in market to render the HTML

generated by the application.

The Apache web server was used to listen to requests from users; respond to those requests and

serves out the appropriate web pages.

PHP was used as a programming language that interprets the request made from the World Wide

Web, process these request, interact with other programs on server to fulfill the requests and

indicate to the web server exactly what to serve to client’s browser.
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MYSQL DBMS was used to provide a great way to store and access complex information. SQL

language postages can be an alternative to mysql. The windows operating system will run the

application.

3.3 Information system plan

3.3.0 System Request

3.3.1 Project Name: Online book bank system in Kampala international university

3.3.2 Organization: Kampala international university

3.3.3 Business need

• Ensure that information on the website is up to date and regularly checked for
availability to avoid server down times

• Ensure that a proper content ‘aging’ policy is in place so as to avoid monotonous and
uncreative content

• Develop user friendly interface and easy to use features on all pages of the website

3.3.4 Functionality of the website

• Ability to search a books on the website or in the Internet

• Ability to present the relevant materials present in the catalog

• Ability to offer chat services as free service to the web visitors

• Ability to be updated of the content easily

• Ability to get rid of content that is expired

• Ability to navigate through the website easily

• Ability to load contents to the slow networks without much delay

3.3.5 Importance of the website

The website has added the following benefits:

• The website has brought much knowledge to the organization reading number of

books in the website

• The website has provided an easy way to access the new books advertised by the

university

• The website has enabled the university cut costs of hiring many employees to work in

the library since more work will be reduced
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The university has gained popularity through its free web services though the website.

• The website is a very easy outreach source for broadcasting and collecting

information for online surveys hence can help the company tap other businesses

easily due to timely information

3.4 Feasibility analysis

This was the viability analysis to determine whether the system can be developed in

consideration to technical, economical, social and organizational issues. This was an important

aspect because this was the stage where unworkable strains were also identified and necessary

steps taken to modify the original system. If the project was impractical, then an appropriate

decision was taken.

3.4.1 Technical feasibility:

The following issues were in consideration:

• Project complexity

o The number of functional needs defined

o The technology in use

o The number of modules to be integrated

• Prior knowledge in the field

o The experience gained from similar projects was of paramount importance

because they brought in a tested skill.

User experience

o Users were not use to tracing local services or advertisements via internet

since they were not been generally available.

• Availability of hardware and software requirements

o Most re-sellers locally sell proprietary software therefore the proposed

open source software was not been easily available locally

o The technology advancement locally has not reached a good level

therefore dedicated servers could require importation from abroad
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3.4.2 Economic feasibility:

Also the system helped to reduce the cost in this organization which was caused by traditional

system of hiring workers (librarians) to work in the library; instead students were able to get all

the books online. Also it has saved time of storing records of books borrowed by the students by

providing a suitable database for storing the records of all the books in an online catalog, and the

record of all the student who signs in the website, by the presence of a highly user friendly and

interactive website hosting different types of books online catalog system with a high reliability,

responsiveness, security and quality content.

Cost of building the system were:
o Tangible costs

• Buying the hardware needed for the project

Paying for the server room services such as ventilators and rental fee

• Buying the anti-virus software needed

• Paying for delivery fee and other costs for the software used

o Intangible costs

• Paying for the coding hours spent

• Paying for the ISP

• Paying for the domain name

Also on the other hand building this system requires a lot of time and fund for carrying the

feasibility analysis, data collection, and hosting a website online, also a number of hardware and

software, computer RAM were required during installation, which was also needed an estimate

amount of money to complete the building the system.

3.4.3 Organizational feasibility:

Accessing the attitude of the stake-holders and the subordinate staffs were of big importance

because without their satisfaction towards the project it could not go ahead.

For their positive attitude then the project was able to go ahead as scheduled, but else if their

attitude were completely negative then the researcher was to go back to the drawing board and

start afresh with completely new ideas. Also there were little things they want to be rectified then

the researcher rectified then goes back to the stake holders for assurance that the project is now

what they want.
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Collecting data from the stakeholders was not be cumbersome because it was a matter of making

questionnaires and dispersing them to as many stakeholders as possible and then taking some

time to go back and collect them.

Training the stakeholders was not being hard, because the stakeholders were provided with

usernames, passwords and instructions on how to access the system. A help line had been created

to help any stakeholder who has a problem accessing the system

3.8.2 Weaknesses of the current system

i) The current system uses traditional book keeping method where books are put on shelves.

ii) Some of the books are put in the book bank and students provide their library
cards to gain access to those books.

iii) There was no system in place also to enable librarians to lend books to the students because

of inappropriate database to follow up the students who have borrowed books in case they don’t

return them.

iv) There were shortage of books in the library; same type of books cannot be read by many

students at the same time because they are not enough.
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CBAPTER FOUR

SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

4.0 Introduction

This chapter deals with preliminary design then by detailed design. Where the preliminary
design may use the Computer Aided Soflware Engineering (CASE) tools and detailed design
defines requirements for inpu4 processing, storage and output as well as system control and
backup. This includes the Conceptuad~ Logical and Physical modeling of the database.

4.1 Logical design

This is concerned with the conversion of logical records structures of a data model supported by

a database management system identifying entities and their matching attributes and the

relationship types determining the attributes domain. It involves the use of entity relations

diagrams.

4.2 Entity Relationship Diagram

An entity relationship model is part of system development methodology that provides an

understanding of the logical data requirement of a system independently of the systems’

organization and process. It’s also reflects a static view of the relationship between different

entities
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Entity Relationship Diagram

4.3 Flow Chart for the proposed system
Data flow diagram is a tool that depicts the flow of data through a system and the work of

processing performed by the system (Jeffrey and Whitten, 2001).It can also be described as a

graphical modeling technique that models the sources and destination of data inputs and outputs

and the data maintained by the information system. It’s a graphic design that shows both how

data flows to, from and within an information system and various processes that transforms the

data.

Figure 5; logical design of the database
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Flow Chart for the proposed system

Wrong password

Fig. 7flow chart
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4.4 Design of the Database

Faculty Student
1 may have *

I

Student Course
Have

Student 1 Access * Books

Faculty L~avzf0~~

Faculty 1 with * Course

I

Figure 8. List qfconcepts and their relationships
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General view of the conceptual design.

This shows the general view of the conceptual design of the database. It clearly shows all the

entities and their relationships. I t also show the multiplicity between the entities.

4.5 Physical Design
Design shows not only what a system does, but also how the system is physically and technically

implemented. It transforms the logical design material into real computer work and describes

how the logical structure is to be physically implemented in the target database management

system.

Figure 9 genera view ofconceptual design of the database
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Student table
______ ~ ‘~O ~ ~1 ‘I

- - 1 ~ M

Reg_No varchar required Student
identification
number

Student_Name varchar 20 required Names of student

username varchar 15 required Login name for a
student

password varchar required The unique
number or name
for logging in the
website

Course_id varchar Required Identity for the
course a student
is doin

Faculty_id varchar Required Faculty
identification
number

Figure 10. Database table designfor a stu ent

Course table

~ 0 ~
~ ~ —~~ ~ ~—~—--

Course_id varchar 15 required Identity for the
course a student
is doin

duration mt 10 required Show the time of
study

Course_name varchar 30 required Name for the
course

Faculty_id varchar 15 required Identification for
the facult

Figure 11. Database table designfor a course
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Facul Table
- ~ ________________________________
~ - Z~1~j~- ~ Z

Faculty_id varchar required Faculty
identification
number

Faculty_name varchar 15 required Name of the
faculty

Book_id Varchar 10 required Book
identification
number

Course_id Varchar required Course
identification
number

Figure 12. Database table designforfaculty

Books table ____________

U D-~_~ __________________ _____ j~’ ~)

~*~fl ‘~‘~: L~ ~i--~~~? ~

Book_id varchar 10 required Book
identification
number

author varchar 20 required Author of the
book

Book_name varchar 20 required Name of the book

Book_type varchar 15 required Type of the book

Faculty id varchar 15 Required Faculty
identification
number

Figure 13. Database table designfor book

Administrator table
1~- - L~_~1 !~~°

~ — ~ _________

username varchar 15 required Login name for a

student
password varchar 15 required The unique

number or name
for logging in the
website

Figure 14. Administrator table design ofa database.
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4.6 Data Input

Data/command is inputted using the mouse and keyboard. There is a provision for the user to

type on a provided space to search for something in the database. The user interacts with the

system using a graphical user interface which is simple and easy to use

4.7 Conclusion
This chapter show how the design of the database and the whole system looks like

We have seen the entity relationship diagrams, conceptual design of the database and physical

design and user interface design of the database
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CHAPTER FIVE

SYSTEM TESTING AND IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with system implementation which aimed on putting the new system into

work. It includes installation of the new system, establishment of security controls, backup and

recovery procedures and training of users and also it was the step which gave the designer the

chance to fine-tune the system for the best performances.

5.2 Coding

In this stage, the whole system was converted into computer understanding language. Coding

the new system into computer programming language was an important stage where the defined

procedures were transformed into control specifications by the help of a computer language.

This is also called programming phase in which the programmer converts the program

specifications into computer instructions, which we refer to as programs. The programs

coordinate data movements and the entire process in a system. It is generally felt that the

programs must be modular in nature. This helps in fast development, maintenance and fhture

change, if required.

This system was developed using the php and mysqi database management software.

Database (mysql) allows accessibility of data and retrieval of data easily. It allows elimination

of duplicated of data and also security of the database is possible

5.3 Program testing

Before actually implementing the new system into operations, a test run of the system was done

removing all the bugs, if any. It is an important phase of a successful system. After the above

codifying of the whole program of the system, a test plan was developed and run on a given set

of test data. The output of the test run should match the expected results. The following test rub

were carried out.

5.4 Unit testing

This was the first stage of testing; this was done by using written test planning and prepared test

data. The path consisted of a number of test runs such as valid paths through the codes. For each
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test run, there was a list of condition tested, the test data used and expected results. All the forms

that were on the system were tested against the test plan and conditions.

5.5 Integration testing

This is the interfaces between programs in the same function area. Each program has been linked

to other programs with which it interacts. The whole process must be in a specific sequence and

within specified response time. The integration between the program interfaces created in

dreamweaver and the database created in mysql was fully tested to ensure that they effectively

linked.

Once the system was implemented it was tested against the specifications supplied by client.

Programs were tested first by testing the system database, looking on the database connection

with the website. Also the testing was done to test the links of the web pages are working

properly.

5.6 Project Implementation.

The whole system was tested by linking together all the program subsystems. Bugs were

recorded and categorized in terms of priority fixed and those with less priority were addressed in

the follow-ups releases. The following were also carried out.

Performance testing validates that all the response times or transaction periods

specified in the functional specifications have been met by the system especially

when it is fully loaded. It involved timing how long the system takes to respond to a

user request, timing normal case path through and exception cases.

Regression test, this was to ensure that the correction during the system test have not

introduced new bugs, and test the key functions.

iii) Acceptance testing, this was to prove to the client, that the system, meets the business

requirement agreed upon, in the functional specification. The tested data was replaced

with live data provided by the client. The client recorded all errors and other aspects.

All errors were discussed with the developer, whereby, the errors corrected were

changed and implemented at the expenses of the client.
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iv) Data take-on and conversion, the data from the current system wa ransferred safely

to the new system. This was done by:

• User enters data; one has to ensure that data entry errors were controlled.

• Data conversion by using a developed program that transfers data from the current

format to the new format.

v) User training, training took place in learning environment with competent trainers and

with well defined training objectives. The training covered all the function of the

system until when the users were competent in the use of the system. The training

was done by the system developers, and more experienced staff

vi) Installation and change over, this involved the following.

• Installation on site, the hardware was brought, the software was installed (that is

operating system and management information system)

• Site commissioning, the system was installed on site, connected to any other third

party component; commissioning test were running to identify discrepancies between

interfaces, until the system work without any problem.

System change over, direct method was used, it occurred when at given time one system

end, and a replacement started immediately. The advantage was that it was the cheapest and

there was a clear break between current system and new system.

5.7 User Interface.

The user can easily access the website by using their account name and password to sign in and

view the books online. There are two forms to the first is for the new user who need to register

for the new account while those who already have the account can fill the login form direct and

search for the books.
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When a user clicks user sign in here link the page register will open, where he/she will be
required to register for account by entering username and password.

Register for Account
form
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When a new user submit the register for account the data will be stored in the database and he
will be able to login and search for books available in the database.
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Under login form the user is able to login using his new account and view the books available in
the database. When he clicks login link the search for books page will be displayed.

Search for books e ac
~ ~~Wirs~
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Here the user can select the book he wants to read and the requested page will be displayed.
Example above the user selected Visual basic book. And when he press enter key the page visual
basic books will be displayed.
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Visual basic books
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The user is required to select on the links he is interested with and the book will be displayed. He
can also be able to save/download the book or just open and read as it has been shown below.
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Book interface e review
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Above is the interface for the book requested by the user.

5.8 System Conversion

The system conversion was done by putting the new system into work. But this depended on

the agreement between the system designer and the organization (Kampala international

university). Once the system implementation is done, students or staffs can be able to access the

new system. Students can decide whether to use the new system or the existing one.

Figure 5.9 illustration ofsystem conversion.

Old System

New System

>Parallel conversion

5.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we have been looking on how the implementation process has been done, we

have also see how the program has been tested, implementation of the project and the system,

the user interface design and finally system conversion.
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CBAPTER SIX

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall discuss on the recommendation on the new system. We will be looking on

summary of the whole project and also how the system can be able to change according to the changes

in environment and need.

6.2 Recommendations

It was recommended that the system should redeveloped using other robust programming tools

that would be in position to enhance more functionality. Due to changes on the needs of the

organization and the environment it was recommended that the system could also be changed to

meet the needs of the organization.

1.6 Conclusion

In chapter one of our project we have been looked on background of the project, scope, objective

ofproject, statement of the problem and research questions, conceptual model, significance of

the project and methodology used.

The chapter two has looked at the literature review where the review of different authors has

been done it has also looked at the information system plan.

The chapter three has looked at how the system was analyzed and the methods used to collect

data.

The chapter four has looked at the preliminary design then by detailed design. Where the

preliminary design uses the Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools and detailed

design defines requirements for input, processing, storage and output as well as system control

and backup. This includes the Conceptual, Logical and Physical modeling of the database.

In this chapter five has looked at the implementation process we have seen how the program has

been tested, implementation of the project and the system, the user interface design and finally

system conversion.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: SAMPLE QUESTINNAIRE

Sample questionnaires used for data collection. User had to select one of the collect answer by
putting a tick on it.

Do you use computer library?

• Yes

• No

2. How do you find the state of the library?

• Good

• Fair

• Bad

3. Do you encounter problems while borrowing books in the library?

• Yes

• No

4. Do you always get the books you need in the library?

• Yes

• no

5. Do think the system of the library should change?

• yes

• no
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APPENDIX B: SOURCE CODE

Home page source code

<?php

mb_http_input(”utf-8”);

mb_http_output(”utf-8”);

<‘DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C/IDTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”

“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtm11-transitional.dtd”>

<!-- saved from url=(0014)about:internet -->

<html xmlns=”http://www.w3 .org/l 999Ixhtml ~l>

<head>

<title>HOME.jpg</title>

<meta http-equiv=”Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=utf-8”

<!--Fireworks 8 Dreamweaver 8 target. Created Fri Feb 06 15:46:3 5 GMT+0300 2009-->

<script language—”JavaScript 1.2” type=”text/javascript” srcz=”mm_css_menu.j s”>

function MM_CheckFlashVersion(reqVerStr,msg) {
with(navigator) {
var islE = (appVersion.indexOf(”MSIE”) !~ -1 && userAgent.indexOf(”Opera”) = —1),

var isWin (appVersion.toLowerCaseO.indexOfl~”win”) -1);

if(!islE II !isWin){

var flashVer= -1;

if(plugins && plugins.length> 0){

var desc = plugins[”Shockwave Flash”] ? plugins[”Shockwave Flash”].description: “;

desc plugins[”Shockwave Flash 2.0”] ? plugins[”Shockwave Flash 2.O”].description

desc;

if(desc == “) flashVer -1;

else{

var descArr = desc.split(” “);

var tempArrMajor descArr[2] . split(”.”);

var verMajor = tempArrMajor[0J,
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var tempArrMinor = (descArr[3] “) ? descArr[3].split(”r”) : descArr[4].split(11r”);

var verMinor = (tempArrMinor[1] >0) ? tempArrMinor[1] : 0;

flashVer = parseFloat(verMajor + “.“ + verMinor);

}
}
ii WebTV has Flash Player 4 or lower -- too low for video

else if(userAgent.toLowerCaseO.indexOf(”webtv”) -1) flashVer = 4.0;

var verArr reqVerStr. split(”,”);

var reqVer parseFloat(verArr[0] + “.“ + verArr[2]);

if(flashVer < reqVer){

if (confirm(msg))

window.location

“http://www.macromedia.com/shockwave/download/download.cgi?P 1 _Prod_Version=Shockwa

veF lash”;

}
}

}
I

</script>

<style type=”text/css” media=’ screen”>

@import url(”./HOME.css”);

body {
background-color: #FFFFFF;

}
.style2 {

color: #FFFFFF;

font-size: 36px;

}
#Layerl {
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position: absolute;

left:441px;

top: 137px;

width:389px;

height: 22px;

z-index: 1;

}
.style3 {color: #000000}

.style4 {font-size: l8px}

<Istyle>

<script type=text/JavaScript11>

<!~~

function MM_swaplmgRestoreO { //v3.0

var i,x,a=document.MM_sr; for(i0;a&&i<a. length&&(x=a[i])&&x.oSrc;i+-i-) x. src=x.oSrc;

}

function MMpreloadlmages() { //v3 .0

var d=document; if(d.images){ if(!d.MMp) d.MMp=new ArrayO;

var i,j=d.MMp. length,a=MMpreloadlmages. arguments; for(i=0; i<a. length; i++)

if (a[iJ . indexOfl~?~#!~) 0) { d.MMp[j]=new Image; d.MMp[j++] . src=a[i]; })
}

function MM_findObj(n, d) { //v4.01

var p,i,x; if~ ¶ d) ddocument; if~(pn. indexOf(” ?“))>0&&parent.frames. length) {
d=parent.frames[n. substring(p+ 1)]. document; n=n. substring(0,p); }

if( (x=d[n])&&d.all) x=d.all[nJ; for (i0; !x&&i<d.forms.Iength;i++) x=d.forms[i] [n];

for(i=O; x&&d. layers&&i<d. layers. length;i++) x=MM_findObj(n,d. layers[i] . document);

if~x && d.getElementByld) xd.getElementByld(n); return x;

}

function MM_swaplmage() { /1v3.0
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var i,j=0,x,a=MM_swaplmage.arguments; document.MM_sr~new Array; for(i=0;i<(a. length

2);i+=3)

if ((x=MMfindObj(a[iJ))!=null){document.MMsr{j-i--i-J=x; if(!x.oSrc) x.oSrc=x. src,

x. src=a[i+2]; }
}
/1-->

</script>

</head>

<body onload=”MM_preloadlmages(’FILES/Picture

099.jpg’);MM_CheckFlashVersion(’8,0,0,0’,’Content on this page requires a newer version of

Macromedia Flash Player. Do you want to download it now?’);”>

<div id:=”Layer 1 “><span class=” style3”>

<marquee>

<span class=” style4 “>Kampala International University Book Bank Catalog</span>

</marquee></span></div>

<div align=”center”>

<div id=”FWTableContainer2 123470993”>

<img src”~”HOME.jpg” alt” “ name~”HOME” width”613” height””l 12” border=”O”

align”top” usemap=”#m_HOME” id=”HOME” />

<map name=”m_HOME” id”m_HOME”>

<area shape—”rect” coords=”326,78,45 1,112” href=”LEBRARY.PHP” targ~=”None” alt=”

onmouseout=”MMmenuStartTimeout(1000);”

onmouseover=”MM_menuShowMenu(’MMMenuContainer0206142339_O’,

‘MMMenuO2O6 14233 9_0’,3 20,1 23,’HOME’);” I>

<area shape”rect” coords”207,78,298, 106” href~”javascript:;” alt=”

onmouseout=”MM menuStartTimeout( 1000);”

onmouseover=”MM_menuShowMenu(’MMMenuContainero206143100_i’,

‘MIVIMenuO2O6i43 100_1’,195,123,’HOME’);” I>

<area shape=”rect” coords=”484,8 1,613,112” href=”j avascript: ;“ alt=”

onmouseout=”MM menuStartTimeout( 1000);”
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onmouseover=”MM_menuShowMenu(’MMMenuContainer0206 1432160’,

‘MMMenuO2O6 14321 6_0’,482, 1 22,’HOME’);” I>

</map>

<div id=”MMMenuContainer0206 1432160”>

<div id=”MMMenu02U6 14321 6_U” onmouseout=”MMmenuStartTimeout( 1000);”

onmouseover=”MM_menuResetTimeoutO;”> <a href=”HOME.PHj~~~

id=”MMMenu0206 14321 6_U_Item_U” class=”MMMIFVSty1eMMMenuO2U6 14321 6_U”

onmouseover=”MMmenuOverMenultem(’MMMenuO2O6 143216_U’);”> Home <Ia> <a

href=”LIBRARY.PHP” id”MMMenuO2O6 14321 6_U_Item_i”

c1ass=”~MMM1VSty1eMMMenu0206 14321 6_0”

onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(’MMMenuO2O6 143216_U’);”>

RegisterlSign&nbsp;in&nbsp;Account <Ia> <a href=”OPINIONS.PHP”

id=”MMMenuO2O6 14321 6_U_Item_2” c1ass”MM~’flVSty1eMMMenuU206 143216_U”

onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(’MMMenuO2U614321 6_0’);”> Opinions <la> <ldiv>

<Idiv>

<div id=”MMMenuContainer02U6 143 100_I”>

<div id”MMMenuO206 143100_I” onmouseout=”MMmenuStartTimeout( 1000);”

onmouseover=r”MM_menuResetTimeoutO;”> <a href=”HOME.PHP”

id=”MMMenuO2O6 143100_i_Item_U” class=”MMIvDFVSty1eMMMenuU2U6143100_i”

onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(’MMMenuU2U6 143100_i’);”> Home <Ia> <a

href=”LIBRARY.PHP” id”MN4MenuO2O6 1431 001 Item 1”

class=”WvlMIVStyleMIvlMenuO2O6143100_i”

onmouseover=”MMmenuOverMenultem(’MMMenuO2O6143100_i’);”>

RegisterlSign&nbsp;in&nbsp;Account <Ia> <a href=”OPIN[ONS .PHP”

id=”MMMenu02O6 1431 00_1_Item_2” class”MMMIVSty1eMMMenuO2O6 143100_i”

onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(MMMenuO2U6143100_i’);”> Opinions <Ia> <Idiv>

<Idiv>

<div id=”MMMenuContainero2U6 1423390”>

<div id~”MMMenu02061423390” onmouseout=”MMmenuStartTimeout( 1000);”

onmouseover=”MM_menuResetTimeoutO;”> <a href=”HOME.PHp”

id=”MMMenuO2O6 142339_U_Item_U” class=”MMMIFVSty1eMMMenuO2O6142339_U”
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onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(MMMenuO2O6 1423390!);!!> Home <Ia> <a

href”LIBRARY.PHP” id=”MMMenuO2O61423390 Item 1”

class=”MMMIVSty1eMIVIMenuO2O6 14233 9_0”

onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(’MMMenuO2O6 1423390’);”>

Register/Sign&nbsp;in&nbsp;aCCOuflt <Ia> <a href”OPINIONS .PHP”

id”MMMenuO2O6 14233 9_0_Item_2” class=”MMI\4IVStyleMMMenuO2O61423390”

onmouseover=”MM_menuOverMenultem(MMMenuO206 I 42339_0’);”> Opinions <Ia> </div>

<Idiv>

<ldiv>

<p>&nbsp;<Ip>

<table width=”6 15” align”center”>

<tr>

<td width=” 194” height”552!! valign”top” bgcolor=”#OOOOOO”><p><a href=”#”

onmouseout=”MM_swaplmgRestoreO”

onrnouseover~”MM_swapImage(’Image2’,”,’FILES/Picture 099.jpg’, I )“><img

src”FILESIKTU9-parking.iPg” name=”Image2” width” 194” height=”255” border=”O”

align”top” id=”Image2” I><Ia><Ip>

<p align” center”>

<object classid”clsid :D27CDB6E-AE6D- 11 cf-96B8-4445 53540000”

codebase”http://download. macromedia. comlpub/shockwave/cabs/flashlswflash.cab#version5,

0,0,0” width” 159” height=”25”>

<param name”movie” value”text3 7. swf’ />

<param name”quality” value”high” />

<param name”bgcolor” value”#OOOOOO” />

<embed src”text3 7.swf’ quality=”high”

pluginspage”http://www.macromedia. comlshockwave/downloadiindex.cgi?P 1_Prod_Version=

ShockwaveFlash” type=”applicationlx-shockwave-flash” width=” 159” height=”25”

bgcolor~”#000000”></embed>

<Iobject>

<p align”center”>
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<object classid=”clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D- 11 cf-96B8-4445 53540000”

codebase~’http://down1oad.maCromedia. comlpub/shockwave/cabs/flashlswflash.cab#version5,

0,0,0” width=” 181” height=”24”>

<param name=”movie” value=”text38.swf’ I>

<param name~’qua1ity” value=”high” />

<param name=”bgcolor” value=”#OOOOOO” />

<embed src=”text3 8.swf’ quality”high”

p1uginspage~r”http ://www.macromedia.comlshockwave/download/index.cgi?P 1 _Prod_Version=

ShockwaveFlash” type”application/x-shockwave-flash” width=” 181” height=”24”

bgcolor”#OOOOOO”></embed>

</object>

</p>
<p align”center”>

<object c1assidr”c1sid:D27CDB6E~AE6D~ 11 cf-96B8-4445 53540000”

codebase”http://download. macromedia. comlpub/shockwave/cabs/flashlswflash.cab#version7,

0,19,0” width’” 194” height” 150” align”left”>

<param name”movie” value”VideoIKTUFLASH.swf’ />

<param name”quality” value”high” />

<embed src=”VideoIKIUFLASH.swf’ width” 194” height=” 150” align=”left”

quality”high” pluginspage”http://www.macromedia.comlgo/getflashplayer”

type”app1icationIx~shockwave~flash”></embed>

</object>

</p></td>

<td width=”422” align”center” bgcolor”#OOOOOO”><p><span class” style2”>Kampala

International University Book Bank Catalog<Ispan><Ip>

<p align” center”>

<object c1assid~”c1sid :D27CDB6E-AE6D- 11 cf-96B8-4445 53540000”

codebase”http://download. macromedia.comlpub/shockwave/cabs/flashlswflash.cab#version5,

0,0,0” width”41 1” height”158”>

<param name=”movie” value”text39.swf’ />

<param name”quality” value”high” I>
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<param name=”bgcolor” value”#OOOOOO” />

<embed src=”text39. swf’ quality=”high”

pluginspage”http ://www. macromedia.comlshockwave/download/index. cgi?P 1_Prod_Version=

ShockwaveFlash” type=~”applicationIx-shockwave-flash” width=”4 lilt height=” 158”

bgcolor”#OOOOOO”></embed>

</object>

<object classid”clsid :D27CDB6E-AE6D- 11 cf-96B8-4445 53540000”

codebase”http://download. macromedia. com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flashlswflash.cab#version8,

0,0,0” width”250” height”250” id=”FLVPIayer”>

<param name”movie” value”FLVPlayer_Progressive.swf’ I>

<param name=”salign” value”lt” I>

<param name”quality” value”high” />

<param name” scale” value”noscale” I>

<param name=”FlashVars”

value=”&MM_ComponentVersion 1 &skinNameClear_Skin_1 &streamName~Videofkiu_vide

o3&autoPlayfalse&autoRewifldfalSe” I>

<embed src”FLVPlayer_Progressive. swf’

flashvars”&MM_ComponentVersiofl I &skinNameClear_Skin_1 &streamNameVideo/kiu_v

ideo3&autoP1ay~fa1se&autoRewindfalSe” quality”high” scale=”noscale” width=”250”

height”250” name”FLVPlayer” salign”LT” type”applicationlx-shockwave-flash”

pluginspage”http://www.maCrOmedia.cOmIgO/getflashPlaYer” I>

</object>

</p> </td>

</tr>

</table>

<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&copy; Kiu</p>

</div>

</body>

</html>
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Search pa~ge Source Code

<?php require_once(’Connections/library. php’);?>
<?php
mysql_select_db($database_library, $library);
$query_PRE = “SELECT * FROM books”;
$PRE mysql_query($query_PRE, $library) or die(mysql_errorO);
$row_PRE mysql_fetch_assoc($PRE);
$totalRows_PRE = mysql_num_rows($PRE);

$colname_rsl “-1”;
if (isset($_POST[’USERNAME’])) {
$colnamersl =$POST[’USERNAME’J;
$colname2_rsl =$POST[’PASSWORD’J;

I
mysql_select_db($database_library, $library);
sql = mysql_query(”select * FROM store WFIERE store.USERNAME =“.$colname_rsl.” &&
store.PASSWORD :=“ $colname2_rs1.”);
if ($colname_rs 1 $POST[’USERNAME’] && $colname2_rs 1 =$ POST[’PAS SWORD’]) {
$q3 =mysql_query($ql, $library);
$q2 mysql_fetch_array($q 1);

I
$al =$q2[’USERNAIVIE’];
$a2 =$q2[’PASSWORD’];
if( $colname rsl I=$al && $colname2rsl !==$a2){
echo ‘SORRY!.. ACCESS DENIED? iNCORRECT USERNAME OR PASSWORD. PLEASE
WAIT TO ENTER AGAIN!~.
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<meta http-equiv”Refresh” content” 5 ;URLLIBRARY.PHP”>
</HEAD>
<BODY></BODY>
</HTML>’;
I

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-I/W3C/JDTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtm11/DTD/xhtml 1 -transitional. dtd”>
<html xmlns”http://www.w3 .org/1 999/xhtml”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv”Content-Type” content”text/html; charset=iso-8859- 1” I>
<title>Untitled Document</title>
<script type~”text/JavaScript”>
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function MMjumpMenu(targ,selObj,restore) { I/v3 .0
eval(targ+” . location”+selObj options[selObj. selectedlndex] .value+”);
if (restore) selObj . selectedlndex0;

}
II-->
<Iscript>
<style type=”text/css”>

.stylel {
font-size: 36px;
color: #FFFFFF;

}
body {

background-color: #000000;
)
body,td,th {

color: #OOCCCC;
}
.style3 {

color: #FF0000;
font-size: 36px;
font-weight: bold;
font-family: “Times New Roman”, Times, serif,

}
.style4 {color: #FFFFFF}
.style5 {color: #OOCCCC}

</style>
</head>

<?php if ($q2> 0) { II Show if recordset not empty?>
<body>
<div align”center”>

<p class” style 1 style3 “><span class” style4”>Welcome </span><span c1ass=’~style5 “><?php
echo $q2[’USERNAME’]; ?></span></p>

<p class=” style 1 style3 “>&nbsp;</p>

<object classid”clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D- 11 cf-96B8-444553 540000”
codebase” http://download. macromedia.comlpub/shockwave/cabs/flashlswflash.cab#version5,
0,0,0” width”293” height’=”26”>

<param name=r”movie” value=”text25.swf’ />
<param name=”quality” value=”high” />
<param name=”bgcolor” value”#OOOOOO” I>
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<embed src=”text25 swf’ quality=”high”
pluginspage~’http ://www.macromedia.comlshockwave/downloadlindex.cgi?P 1_Prod Version=
ShockwaveFlash” type=” applicationlx-shockwave-flash” width=”293” height=”26”
bgcolor=”#OOOOOO”></embed>

</object>

<p>&nbsp; </p>
<form action” method=”post” name=” search” target=” self’>

Seach for Book

<label>
<select name”searching” id=”searc ing” onc ange=”MMjumpMenu(’pai-ent’,this,I)”>
<option value=”VISUAL BASIC BOOKS.PHP”>VISUAL BASIC BOOKS</option>
<option value=”DATABASE BOOKS.PHP”>DATABASE BOOKS</option>
<option value=”WEB DEISIGNING BOOKS.PHP”>WEB DESIGNING BOOKS</option>
<option value=”NETWORKING BOOKS .PHP”>NETWORKING BOOKS</option>
<option value”PROGRAMMING BOOKS .PHP”>PROGRAMMING BOOKS</option>
</select>

</label>
</form>

<p>
<object classid”clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D- 11 cf-96B8-4445 53540000”

codebase=”http://download.macromedia. com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/swflash.cab#version=7,
0,19,0” width=”452” height=” 150”>

<param name=”movie” value=”VideoIKIUFLASH. swf’ I>
<param name=”quality” value=”high” />
<embed src=”VideoIKIIJFLASH. swf’ quality=”high”

pluginspage=”http ://www.macromedia. com/go/getflashplayer” type=”application/x-shockwave
flash” width”452” height=” 1 50”></embed>

</object>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<p>&copy; Kiu<Ip>
<p><a href=”HOME.PNP” class”style5”>Home</a><span class=”style4”> I </span><a

href=”LIBRARY.PHP” class~” style5 “>Register </a><span class=” style4”>I </span><a
href”OPlNIONS.PHP” class=”style5 “>Opinions</a> <Ip>
<Idiv>
<?php } If Show if recordset not empty?>
</body>
</html>
<?php
mysql_free_result($PRE);
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